
The Core Elements of DCIM is released in Geist
white paper

Discover the nine core elements of data center
infrastructure management

LINCOLN, NE, UNITED STATES,
September 15, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/
-- Geist, a leader in data center solutions,
is uncovering the foundation of data
center infrastructure management in a
new white paper, The Core Elements of
DCIM. 

The management of facilities as complex
and dynamic as data centers is not a feat
for the faint of heart. High-maintenance
equipment must be meticulously
arranged to economize space, closely
monitored to ensure optimal functionality,
and safeguarded from power problems
and environmental hazards. Geist offers
Environet Facility as a DCIM solution but
even more, wants end-users to have the
comfort level of DCIM knowledge, along
with when and why to implement. The
release of this white paper may help
answer these questions at hand.

If you are interested in receiving a copy
of The Core Elements of DCIM, you may

download here: http://go.geistglobal.com/CoreElements-DCIM

# # #
About Geist

Geist designs and manufactures intelligent hardware and software for the four cornerstones of data
center management: Power. Cool. Monitor. DCIM. Independently, each Geist product line offers
industry-leading capabilities and technology. Together, these products combine to create a
comprehensive system for maintaining a secure and efficient data center. With a host of scalable
systems for single cabinets, entire enterprises and everything in between, each customer benefits
from data center infrastructure management (DCIM) solutions custom-fit for their specific needs.
Founded in 1948 and headquartered in Lincoln, Nebraska with offices in Asia Pacific and Europe,
Geist offers truly global solutions that revolve around customer requirements.

For more information about Geist please visit our website www.geistglobal.com
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